
Looking Ahead 
2019 is already busy with packing parties, student outreach, and 
unexpected opportunities for training.  
Monthly packing parties started with a “massive” event, packing 20 days 
worth of food for nutritionally-at-risk students as well as more than 120 
personal hygiene packs for area homeless. 40 people representing ten 
different churches participated. We packed, prayed, wrote notes of 
encouragement to the students, and enjoyed a meal together. 

Our next packing party is February 7th. 5:30 to 7:00 pm. Global Outreach 
office. You can make a difference in the life of a trouble teen with this 
simple outreach effort and have fun while you do it! 

Other events this month: 
• Travel safety training for upcoming mission trip 
• Speaker, women’s retreat, Journey Church, January 18-19. 
• “Prayer Tidbits” for Missionary Orientation training 1/15 -1/17 
• Attending 3-day leadership training in St. Louis 1/22-1/25 
• NE MS Homeless Connect, All Saints Episcopal  

Digital Outreach 
Pinterest views 
>100K/mo. and 

sending most of my 
website traffic.  

Packing Parties 
Volunteers packed 

124 personal 
hygiene packs for 

area homeless. 

Hope Garden  
Volunteers picked 
up 15 tons of rock 
before the move.
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Looking Back 
Our fruitful 2018 was only possible 
because of your partnership! 
Here are a few highlights: 
• Led prayer walks in Meridian after tornado 

and in Starkville at High School class reunion. 
• Taught “Prayer Tidbits” at GO Missionary 

Orientation Training. 
• Monthly Fellowship of Christian Students at 

local school for troubled teens. 
• Provided 5,000 TIP LINE cards to THS, TMS, 

and 6th grade students. 
• Began weekly supplemental weekend food for 

students with food insecurity. 
• Spoke at numerous local events. 
• Coordinated and manned a GO booth at 

Career Expo (more than 7,000 students 
attended plus teachers and chaperones) 

• Provided hundreds of personal hygiene packs 
for outreach through Calvary Baptist Church, 
Showers of Love, MUTEH, and local 
homeless. 

• Served the homeless and poor in Los Angeles 
and on Skid Row with Dream Center LA and 
team from Hope Church.  

• 38 women attended a “Growing Our Faith” 
retreat in February.  

• 30 women attended Whisper Gathering in 
October. All participated in public repentance. 

• Accepted supplies from two medical practices 
that closed and arranged for the distribution 
with medical teams around the world. 

• Converted the James study to an e-book. 
More than 80 people downloaded it for free. 

• Wrote 5-part e-study on Psalm 51. (100 have 
taken it so far) 

• Wrote 40-day prayer and fasting guide for 
Whisper Gathering. (40 participants) 

• Leading 17+ through digital study of Hosea. 
• Advent devotional series on Isaiah. 
• Launched new website.  
• Began marketing through Pinterest. More 

than 100K views per month.  
• Novel won ACFW Genesis award.
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Leanna joined Global Outreach as a peer-to-peer funded 
missionary in 2016. She’s raising her own support and needs 
your help to make ministry projects like the Transforming 
Tupelo/Feeding students program possible.  

Donate online at globaloutreach.org/giving/missionary-details/
leanna-hollis or by mail (be sure to put #4841 in the memo line: 

Global Outreach International, P.O. Box 
1, Tupelo, MS 38802 
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